HBD Thermoid Inc. – Overview
OVER 130 YEARS OF SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE
Thermoid® is a leading manufacturer of industrial rubber products, including air, automotive, aviation, bulk transfer, chemical, hand-built, marine, water, welding and multipurpose industrial hose, industrial ducting, power transmission belts, conveyor belting, coated rubber fabrics, industrial rubber bands, rubber budding strips and rubber roll coverings. The company has represented excellence since 1883, and continues to deliver customer-focused solutions into all markets and applications.
THERMOID® PRODUCTS ARE INDUSTRY STANDARDS

HBD/Thermoid, Inc. has set the standard for reliable industrial rubber products. From standard to custom-designed, we can create an almost unlimited variety of hose and/or other rubber products to meet your demanding application. End users worldwide, OEMS and industrial distributors supplying MRO requirements choose Thermoid® products for their solid construction, durability and exceptional performance.

HOSE PRODUCTS

Thermoid® manufactures industrial, multipurpose, custom built and automotive hoses. Our hose products serve myriad industries: coaxial gasoline pump hose with efficient vapor recovery capabilities to large dock hose; bulk transfer hoses that handle up to 90% of all common industrial chemicals; multipurpose hoses with pressure ranges from 150 to 1000 psi and weather resistance designs performing in temperatures from -65° to +350°. From hoses with 1/4 inch to 6 foot inside diameters in 200 ft. continuous lengths to a full line of automotive hoses, we can create an almost unlimited variety of hose products to meet your specific application.

DUCTING

Thermoid produces air/fume control and light material handling ducting products for almost any industrial application. Our standard ducting products allow customers a wide choice of fabrics, constructions, coatings, resistance qualities, temperature ratings and job specific applications. We are experts at designing custom products, like the Aeroduct® line and our other ground support products specifically developed to meet the strict demands required in the aerospace, general aviation and commercial airline industries.

V-BELTS/TIMING BELTS

Thermoid belt products can power virtually any type of drive application. We also manufacture fractional horsepower replacement belts for small power equipment and appliances as well as produce metric belts to precise overseas tolerances. Our belt line provides customers a variety of configurations and constructions, including Kevlar®, polyurethane and fiberglass reinforcement as well as synchronous timing belts.

*Kevlar® is a registered trademark of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.
Thermoid has an extensive belting product line from tough, package handling belting to USDA/FDA approved, stain resistant food-grade belting. Our PVC and rubber belting products offer customers a variety of molded surface patterns: standard, inclined, sub-zero construction, coated fabrics, covers and tension ratings from 90 through 600 lbs.

**CONVEYOR BELTING**

- **ONEIDA OPERATION**

Thermoid® industrial rubber and synthetic bands make packing, storing and shipping fragile or cumbersome products easier and more cost efficient. These tough industrial rubber bands can be applied by one person and are designed to be used over and over. This operation also produces rubber budding strips for nursery/horticultural grafting purposes as well as EPDM rubber bands.

**INDUSTRIAL RUBBER BANDS AND BUDDING STRIPS**

- **SALISBURY OPERATION**
Our expert design and application engineers are available to assist our customers, product design engineers and OEMs, and provide innovative solutions for most demanding industry applications including:

- AEROSPACE/AVIATION
- AGRICULTURE
- CONSTRUCTION
- DEFENSE/MILITARY
- MATERIAL HANDLING
- MEDICAL/HEALTH
- METAL PROCESSING
- MINING
- PETRO-CHEMICAL
- POWER GENERATION
- POWER TRANSMISSION
- TRANSPORTATION & UTILITIES
MANUFACTURING EXCELLENCE & SAFETY

Thermoid products are made in environmentally safe manufacturing facilities that operate under the guidance of ISO 9001 Quality Systems. All products are tested to meet or exceed stringent industry standards, and to ensure long-term operation and workers safety. A strong commitment to maintaining and improving the quality of product performance and customer service is inherent within our management policy.

PARTNER WITH THERMOID

• QUICK SHIP PROGRAMS (RAPID RESPONSE)
• SINGLE ACCESS TO A WIDE RANGE OF PRODUCTS (REDUCE INVENTORIES)
• DISTRIBUTOR TRAINING AND SUPPORT (PARTNERSHIP)
• TECHNICAL FIELD ASSISTANCE (SUPPORT)
• MARKET EXPERTISE (KNOWLEDGE)
• HERITAGE OF INNOVATION SINCE 1883 (STABILITY)
• MADE IN USA (QUALITY)
STRONG PRODUCT PORTFOLIO – MADE IN USA

HOSE
- Air / Multi-Purpose
- Automotive
- Aviation Hose
- Bulk-Transfer
- Chemical
- Fire
- Food Handling
- Fracking / Rotary Drilling
- LPG Hose
- Marine Hose
- Material Handling
- Petroleum / Bio-Fuel
- Special Application
- Steam Hose
- Water
- Welding

DUCTING
- Aviation
- Cleaning / Leaf Suction
- Custom
- Industrial Ventilation
- Sewer
- Vacuum

POWER TRANSMISSION BELTS
- Cogged & Open End
- Metric
- Replacement (Lawn & Garden)
- Timing
- Variable Speed Belts
- V-Belts

CONVEYOR BELTING
- Agricultural
- Baggage Handling
- Food
- Light Industrial